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ABSTRACT

This report is concerned with the magnetic moment M of a plasma

consisting of holes and electrons generated by light within a cylindrical

semiconductor crystal immersed in a magnetic field. Macroscopic transport

equations have been used to derive the dependence of M on field strength,

mobility, and surface recombination conditions. in the limits of low and

high surface recombination the theoretical result demonstrates the tran-

sition between transverse equilibrium (M = 0) and pure magnetic confine-
ment (M = -nkT/B). Experiments using germanium and an inhomogeneous
magnetic field directly measured the diamagnetic force exerted by the

plasma on its scattering medium. An induction method utilizing a uniform
magnetic field of strength up to 70 kgauss gave collateral results. The

dependence of the moment on magnetic field strength, light intensity,

temperature, and surface recombination velocity support the theory.
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F INTRODUCTION

The magnetic moment of a dilute gas of electrically charged particles situated in a magnetic

field depends on the dynamical state of the gas. In thermal equilibrium, all classical contributions

to the magnetic moment vanish (Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem). 1 The remaining quantum contribution
(Landau susceptibility) is small. 2 Under conditions of steady state charged particle recombination

and generation, a classical moment e•Asts if there is transport in a direction perpendicular to the

applied magnetic field.

The calculation and observation of the magnetic moment is much facilitated by a thorough

knowledge of the properties of the gas - such as temperature, scattering processes, particle masses,
and particle densities together with their time rates of change. For this reason, germanium providesI an ideal medium for such a study. The Landau susceptibility of equilibrium charge carriers has
already been studied, 3 with the result of confirming the general theory and providing measurements

of the anisotropic effective masses. The purpose of the present paper is to derive expressions for

the expected steady state classical magnetic moment of a hole-electron plasma injected by light

into a semiconductor and to compare these theoretical results with two independent sets of experi-

mental measurements. One of the experiments performed directly measures the time variation of
the magnetic moment resulting from the time variation of hole-electron density. The other experi-J ment continues previous work 4 '5 on the measurement of the force on the plasma-containing body

due to the interaction of the magnetic moment with an inhomogeneous magnetic field.

j The chief advantage of using a semiconductor rather than a gas plasma for these studies are

the well controlled conditions applying to both theory and experiment. Magnetic moment measure-

ments in gases have been performed under varying conditions 6 ,7, 8; however, no direct force

measurements are generally possible due to the nature of the system. 9 The theory of these effects

has been discussed on several occasions. The work of Tonks, 10 Alfven, 1 1 and Lehnert 12 is

representative. Transport of semiconductor plasmas in the presence of magnetic field has also

been discussed. This work is summarized by R. A. Smith. 13 A mechanical effect due to the inter-

action of magnetic moment and field has also been reported. 14

Although these treatments are closely related to the present work, they do not exactly match

it, either in point of view, or in the detailed boundary conditions, which serve to demonstrate the

variation of the classical magnetic moment between steady state and equilibrium conditions.

F
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THEORY

In the first part of this section we derive the magnetic moment of a plasma in a scattering

medium, under arbitrary conditions of recombination and generation of the charge carriers. In the
second part, we continue with a complete expression for the magnetic moment, using the particular
generation-recombination conditions appropriate to the semiconductor plasma. Several simplifying
assumptions are made:

(1) Steady state conditions hold, i.e., dv/dt = (a/at + v • V)v = 0, where
v is the macroscopic drift velocity of charge carriers. The condition
(v • V)v = 0 is equivalent to the condition (ri/r) •0 , where r is the

particle recombination, and ri the scattering time.

(2) The magnetic field due to plasma currents is much smaller than the
applied magnetic field (8rrnkT/B 2 << 1).

(3) The standard ambipolar diffusion conditions apply.

(4) An isotropic, velocity-independent mobility, ui = e ril/mi, where ei

is the charge and mi is the mass of a particular class (9) of carriers,

is used.

(5) The temperature of the plasma is the same as the temperature of the

scattering lattice.

(6) The temperature is uniform.

(7) Carrier-carrier scattering is negligible.

Assumptions (1) and (2) arise from the experimental conditions to be described by the

present theory. Assumption (4) is the most questionable, since there exist anisotropies in the

effective masses and velocity dependence of the mean scattering time. Nevertheless, it has

proved adequate for the description of similar effects in InSb. 15 It will be seen that is is also

adequate for the present case, at least for JiuIB = ljlri _ 10, where jcoij is the cyclotron frequency

of a particular charge carrier. Assumption (5) follows from the fact that the time scale of the experi-

ment is - 1010 times the relaxation time. The high thermal conductivity of germanium implies (6).

Since the coulomb scattering cross section is much less than the lattice scattering cross section

in the temperature range studied, (7) is also very nearly valid.
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The macroscopic drift velocity vi of the ith class of carriers is given by 16

ni mi (at+Vi.-V) vi ýni Fi -VPi +Pi 9 (1)

where Fi ei (E + v x B), P, = -(nimi/ri)vi a -ni(ei/jui)vi, ni is the particle density, mi is

the mass, ri is the mean scattering time, ei is the charge, ui is the mobilty, and pi = nikT, the

pressure. The subscript i refers to holes (i = p) or electrons N = n), and pi is taken as a signed

quantity. E and B are the electric and magnetic fields. Under steady state conditions

vi - (vi x B).i = pi E - Di(Vni/ni) =- Gi. (2)

Here Di = (kT/ei),i = (kT/e) 1ptJ holds under the conditions of assumption (3). If (212,^2' ^3)

are a set of orthogonal right-handed unit vectors, and if B = B 23 , the solution of Eq. (2) is

( 1±B B 1 0 (3)
Pi 0 2 B + i )B

We choose cylindrical coordinates with unit vectors (r^, , ) as illustrated in Fig. 1. It is assumed

that VB = 0 and that the problem is symmetrical around the z axis. Then, since E, P' E,(O) and

V x E = 0 imply E0 const x r"1, and since we require E finite at the origin, we may set Gi. 0 = 0.

Then

Sv.r = 6i.. (1 + Pi 8 )'1 0/.,B( + ) -v (4)

Vi. z =G 1._."

The velocities v, and v. give rise to the magnetic moment. To calculate them, assume that there

is no radial clarge accumulation. Then

where Jp,, + in., - e(P VP,, - N v,,) = 0, (5)

where

i, = current density,

P = P. + p = total positive charged particle density,

N = No + n = total negative charged particle density,

P0 and No = equilibrium particle densities, and

"p and n = particle densities injected by the incident light.

3
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Fig. 1. Orientation of the cylindrical coordinate system with
respect to the illuminated sample.



The ambipolar electric field required to satisfy Eqs. (4) and (5) is

E,-
where q- a I + Eqs B2( Wad e obtassumed VN = VP = Vn = ian/n and n - . Inserting E, into G,i and using Eqs. (3) and (4) we obtain

Then1 N, B) On (6)

j je P.0+i..= (I p + Iit,)BeD,(P, N, ) '(7)

where the ambipolar diffusion coefficient is given by

I Dp De (P + N)

Da(P. N. B) D (8)P Dp ,n + N Dn •,

When n >> N,, P,1

S2DpD ____D N- 0  p,•I___

DP N. B) + D,, ID l+p2 B2  1+ 2n D P +D,, kl11L2B2[I..]} (9

where we have used p2 _= Ijp, L, 1. If N. >> n - P.,

( L (1 1I +p,2B 2 +
SDa(P.N.B)= - B ( + - 2 +.. (10)

1+j&2B 2  ( N+ 0" [1p

Use of the leading term of D,(N, P, B) in Eq. (9) is adequate under most of the conditions en-

countered in the present experiment. This term, which is the conventional ambipolar diffusion

coefficient is written
S2D___ _____ ___

Da(B) 2 _PD DI1
D P+ D. I+j~pj~lBi 7+ 2B2

5



The magnetic moment per unit volume u, due to the current density is17

M f du (r xJ)o (12)

For the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1, and for j = ,

R

Ju Il ) f dz f r2 n D (P. N. B)dr (13)R 2  0"

M = 2[eOp,+ I, 1,.I) .(R)-2iz> D(B.), 0 , D(z, r). (13a)

In general n, and therefore On/Or and D(P, N. B) are complicated functions of r and z. The
nature of M is readily understood with the aid of the simplifying assumptions: D(P, N, B) = Da(B),
C-, -, and On/dr = -n8(r-R) (corresponding to the case of outward diffusion near the edge only),

R 0
where f -. f , and 8 is the Dirac delta function. Then

0 0

M = -en (;t,, + lu 1)" B 2D Dn(11 +,2B2 D DP+Dn ,(4

which becomes, with the aid of the Einstein relation,

M - 2nkT A 2 B 2

B I +/ 2B 2

This well-known equation leads to the result M= -n'kT/B for pIB 2 . WI? rj2 - W. (n" is the total
charged particle density). If On/Or = + n8(r - R), corresponding to inward radial diffusion of the
plasma, and implying that J. is a paramagnetic current, + IMI, is obtained. This paramagnetic
moment has been observed.4 It illustrates the fact that "diamagnetism" is not an intrinsic property
of the plasma. The sign of the macroscopically observable moment depends solely on the direction
of transport. Only the individual particle orbits are intrinsically diamagnetic.

To evaluate the integral in Eq. (13) it is necessary to find n(r). For simplicity, this problem
is here treated in the approximation C -. -, i.e., for planar flow perpendicular to B. The accurate

6



treatment, important for small cylinder height Cis given in Appendix 11. The present calculation

assumes uniform volume generation (S pairs/cm3/sec created), uniform volume recombination

(r sec), and azimuthally independent surface recombination current j. - nS pairs/cm2/sec, where
S is a property of the semiconductor" and n is the density of pairs at the surface. Since pairs are

actually created by light incident on the front surface of the cylinder (see Fig. 1), g will be repre-
sented in terms of S, D, r, and 1, where I is the number of pairs generated/cm2/sec at the front

surface (the light absorption takes place in a distance short compared to L = rD), and D is the

usual, magnetic field independent, longitudinal ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The transverse

diffusion coefficient is taken as D,(B). Since is not a function of 0 and , = - and also
suppressing the z dependence,

I a7 (rj..) = e(g - (16)

I Using Eq. (6), and Da(B)- Da(P. N. B),

I~~ ~~~~ a1 -(r Da(B) 8 " i..,(7

1 a (a = - (18)
r O A2  

D(B)[ *

where A2 .(1 +/l 2 B 2 ) L 2 = D,(B) r. The boundary conditions are: n(o)is finite and

[ - D,(B) Ia/ar (logePn)],=R . SR, where SR is the radial surface recombination velocity.

The solution is

n(r) = gr - [SRADB 1(r/A) (19)
11 (R/A) + [SR A/Dl(B)1 1,(R/A)L

where 1, is the t.h.order Bessel function of imaginary argument. To obtain g in terms of I we
write the longitudinal equation for particle conservation, for both surface and volume generation.

For volume generation,

di n _ (20)
B;z 2  L 2  D (

[ with boundary conditions: n(W) -. 0 as z/L -. -, and -D [0/8z(logn)]1. 0 = -S.. The solution is

F:7



S(z = + (SL/D) e' (21)

Equation (20) also holds for surface generation if we set g - 0. For that case the boundary con-

ditions are: n(z) - 0 as z/L - -- and -D [8/=z(log, n)],O G - nB,._=O, where S. is the front

surface recombination velocity. The solution is

n =LL e'z/L

n+ (SzLID) (22)

Since the average density must be equal, we set f [ng(z) - n1(z)] dz = 0, giving
0

gr 9- A... 1 (23)1 + (S1L/D)

Combining Eqs. (23) and (19), we may evaluate Eq. (13) for the magnetic moment.

[ (P+I , ) D a(B )12 (R/A)[SRA/Da(B)1 ir, 1 1(24)
L = / (R/A) + [SRA/Da(B)j]1(R/A) " I+(SXL/D) I

When R >> A we may approximate I,(R/A) - eR/A (2ffR/A)*•. In the present experiment R/A ? 5.
Also writing D,(B) and A in terms of D, L. and B. and using the Einstein relation, we obtain

M . - kT u2B (SRLID) __._I_21r 1 (25)
(1 + tA2B2)A Y + (SRL/D)(I + p2#2)Y2 I + (SL/D)"

The last term plays the role of total particle density, 2n. Since Eq. (25) assumes R >> A, it may
be expected to hold as well for square cross section samples of similar dimensions.

For (SRLID) -. o, or 1 2B 2 , IPl1,,,B12 . ., Eq. (25) becomes identical with Eq. (15),

corresponding respectively to the equivalent cases of perfectly absorbing boundary, or magnetic
confinement (apart from the "pressure" exerted by lattice collisions). If SR -. 0, M -. 0, correspond-

ing to the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem case of transverse equilibrium, or perfectly reflecting walls.

The rresent semiconductor case, with finite and variable SRLID is therefore one in which the

transition between these classical limiting cases may be observed.

8
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The variation of the M• as a function of pB = ((oi r# w, r,,)½ is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen

Stchat the general shape is not a strong function of SR L/D; fore. > SR LID >_ 1/4 the location of

the maximum of M varies between l>(p,B)a,:_ 1.7.
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(SL/D) X

(I + X2 )'/2 (I+ SL/D(I + X)/ 2 )

.5

F(x)

.4-O

.3

.1.

.. 5

0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
x

Fig. 2. Functional form of the magnetic moment as a function of SLID. Here we consider
only the surface recombination velocity S of the cylindrical surface (SR). The
variable x = /IA-50 B = /(o re (j r.) B. Eq. (25).
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I EXPERIMENTAL WORK

1. GENERAL

•I The magnetic moment (Eq. (13)) derived above arises from the nonequilibrium component of

the plasma. In our experiments this component, consisting of holes and electrons, was generated
- by illuminating the specimen with light. Since the magnetic properties measured in the experiment

are a direct function of the intensity and time variation of the incident light, as well as of the

magnetic field and specimen properties, we refer to the observed effects as "photomagnetism."

[- The photomagnetism effects in germanium have been studied by two different methods. The

experiments at low magnetic field (B < 11 kgauss) were done with an apparatus, 19 shown sche-[ matically in Fig. 3 which measures the force on the magnetic moment in an inhomogeneous mag-

netic field. The apparatus basically uses the Faraday method; however, only the alternating

I component of the force is measured when the sample is illuminated by light modulated at the

detection frequency. The result is that only the change in magnetic susceptibility X for a given

change in light intensity is obtained. Slow drifts in the total X, due, for instance, to

Sspecimen temperature changes, are ignored. By this means a detection limit of about 1011 cgs

units was achieved. Thus the observed signal, which usually corresponded to a AX of about

10-9 cgs units, could be measured to a few percent. Systematic errors due to uncertainties in the

knowledge of the magnitude of the magnetic field and the calibration of the apparatus, as well as
variations in light input were of similar magnitude.

The force is given by
aB, aBz

Fy (t) = M, (1) _.- = X(t) B8 -y , (26)

where y is in the vertical direction, z the horizontal (along B/B). The field gradient, of magnitude

(dBZ/4y)/BZ . -0.1 cm" 1, was obtained by specially shaped pole pieces.2°

Whenever results are plotted vs. magnetic field, it is the average field that is referred to.

Since the samples were 1 cm in length along the gradient, the actual field varied ± 5% from the

mean. Overall specimen dimensions were usually x = y = 10 mm, z = 5 mm, where x is taken

perpendicular to y and z.

At high magnetic fields (11. kgauss <B < 70 kgauss), an induction method was used to

measure the derivative of magnetic moment with respect to the light intensity. This experiment

made use of a uniform magnetic field generated by discharging a condenser bank into a solenoid.

I!
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The departure from uniformity did not exceed 2% over the specimen volume. In this method, a
Sgermanium crystal located inside the solenoid is illuminated with a single short pulse of light at
some time during the magnetic field discharge. The change in magnetic moment due to the light

is detected by a set of pick-up coils surrounding the sample. In many respects the experiment is

similar to the impulse method of measuring the de Haas-van Alphen effect in metals. 2 1 The
experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 4 together with a block diagram of the electronic

circuitry. Further details concerning this method are discussed in Appendix I.

In both the force measurements at low field and the direct magnetic moment measurements at
high field, the light beam generating the hole electron plasma was directed parallel to the magnetic

field. All but the front faces of the specimens were coated with an opaque nitrocellulose paint in
order to prevent illumination of the sample edges which would lead to inward carrier concentration

gradients, transverse to B, which would give rise to a paraniagnetic moment. The surface was

otherwise unaffected by the paint.

2. SPECIMEN PROPERTIES

The experiments reported in this paper were done with high resistivity (p > 20 ohm-cm)
germanium single crystal specimens. At room temperature the equilibrium carrier density in such

Smaterial is 1014_> P,,N, cm* 3.

Since the time varying photomagnetic moment M(t) depends on the spatial and temporal
T! variation of the carrier density, it was necessary to know the relevant parameters describing

recombination, photo-generation, and transport of carriers.

The total photo-pair density was measured as a function of light intensity and temperature.I The photo-pair density An vs. light intensity I at room temperature was obtained by measurement
of the conductance change in a suitably shaped specimen. As shown in Fig. 5, the photoconductivity

is linear up to An - 1014 /cm 3 and thereafter is proportional to approximately the % power of light

intensity I. Since in general in the steady state An = gr, where g is the generation rate proportional

to light intensity I and r is the lifetime, this implies that r -N in the illumination range in[ which An -, 1%. This behavior is common and expected in high resistivity germanium when An> n .22

For our purposes the important point is that the room temperature photomagnetism experiments were

done in such an illumination range that 1014 < An < 1015 cm 3, the range over which An is approxi-
mately proportional to IY.

II The variation of An with temperature at constant (white) light intensity was also investigated
for several crystals by means of the d-c photoconductivity method. In order to avoid contact problems

which are particularly bothersome at the lower temperatures, both voltage and current probes were

III 13
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Fig. 4. Experimental arrangement used at high fields (11 kgauss < B < 70 kgauss).
It measures the magnetic moment directly as an induced voltage proportional
to dM/dt.
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Sused. 1ese experiments were performed in the magnetic moment equipment so that the light i ensity

was known to be the same as that used for the photomagnetism work. Temperature was measured

with a thermocouple attached to the sample. Figure 6 shows An vs. T at the maximum light intensity

available. The reduction of An with decreasing temperature is due to the combined effect of falling

bulk lifetime, rising surface recombination and shift of the absorption band edge toward shorter
wavelength as the temperature is lowered. Whatever the cause, these data are needed to compute

the specific contribution per pair to the magnetic moment.

An equally important parameter is the surface recombination velocity, S, which is a measure

of the rate at which pairs recombine on the surfaces of the sample. The value of S strongly depends

on surface conditions. While values for S are known in a general way for various etching treatments,

the specific influence of S is so important to the understanding of the photomagnetism (Eq. (25))

that a separate study was undertaken to determine surface recombination velocity for the etch used

and for the actual conditions of the experiment.

The surfaces of all the germanium samples used in the experiments were etched with RCA

No. 5 etch. 2 3 This etch is applied immediately after a bright etch treatment with an HF, HNO 3 type

etch which removes surface damage from grinding the crystals to size. This combination of bright

etch and No. 5 was chosen because of the relatively low S attainable. It was found that S is

strongly influenced by pair concentration at the surface. 24 Since the photomagnetism experiments
were performed at high light levels, this variation of S has an important bearing on the interpretation

of the results.

S was determined by the pulse photoconductivity method in which the total filament lifetime

r/ is measured on several samples of the same material treated with the same etch, but having

different dimensions. The variation of surface to volume ratio permits separate determination of r

and S. The method uses a short light pulse on the sample to yield a nonequilibrium change in

carrier concentration which thereafter decays at the characteristic rate determined by r/. The

conductivity, measured as a function of time, is used to find r/. The average injection level was

set by illuminating the sample with steady light, simultaneously with the application of the light

pulse. The magnitude of the injection was determined by the corresponding change in the d-c

conductance. The light pulse was of low intensity compared to the steady light.

Figure 7 shows the rapid increase of S as the injection level is raised. Immediately after

etching, at zero injection level (in the dark) S is indeed very low (S "- 15 to 20 cm/sec) As the

injection level goes up, S rises at a slightly less than linear rate until, at the maximum level

measured (An = 4 x 101 4/cm 3), it has reached 250 cm/sec. Thus the surface recombination
velocity is not a unique constant of the material and surface treatment. Furthermore, there is
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some variation of S with aging, ambient atmosphere, and particularly with temperature. This

variation causes some nonreproducibility in the absolute magnitudes of our measurements. As the

temperature is lowered S increases. This is shown in Fig. 8. Our measurements give results
similar to those of Fan, Navon, and Bray. 25

-1 Figure 7 also shows r as a function of injection. This result agrees with that obtained
from d-c photoconductivity, Fig. 5, in that r , when An >> no. r is also a function of

[ temperature, 25 in general decreasing exponentially as a function of LIT.

The mobilities and diffusion coefficients of holes and electrons are well-known for relatively
Spure germanium. 26 In particular, , - T-1- 6 6 and , T" 2. 3, where 1A a p, the absolute value

of the electron mobility, and gs, is the hole mobility. The factor kTT/-i ' , T 3 determines theI variation of the photomagnetic moment with T for uiLB 2 << 1.

An important parameter in the theory is SLID, where L = v'T is the diffusion length and
D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. Our data combined with measurements in the literature,

yield a reasonable estimate of the course of this quantity as a function of temperature. Figure 9
shows that SLID is roughly constant and small from room temperature down to - 150*K, then rises
rapidly as temperature is lowered. SLID > 1 at T < 1000 K. This curve is not intended to apply in

detail to all samples, since both S and r are rather sensitive parameters. But the general trend of

the composite SLID is likely to hold for all fairly pure germanium samples etched in the fashion
described. The photomagnetic moment is affected by the general shape of the SLID curve, but
does not depend too strongly on the absolute magnitude in the observed range (Fig. 2).

3. RESULTS OF FORCE MEASUREMENTS

[ The force arising from the interaction of the photomagnetic moment M with the gradient of
the magnetic field was measured expliciLly as a function of the temperature, the magnetic field

strength, and the light intensity (corresponding to carrier density). The observed dependence of

[ M on these parameters, together with the values of the intrinsic germanium parameters discussed

in the previous section, permit a detailed comparison with the theory. Most of the data are presented

S[-in relative terms, i.e., relative magnetic moment and relative light intensity. They can always be
I converted to absolute terms by remembering that a light level of 1018 photons/cm 2 sec (. 0.1 watt/cm 2)

giving rise to 1015 pairs/cm3, yields a photomagnetic moment M ý 5 x 10-5 cgs/unit volume at a

field of 10 kgauss, in the room temperature linear region. Absolute measurements of the force were

not made with all specimens. Those that were measured absolutely gave considerable scatter of[ absolute magnitudes. This scatter was probably due to variations in S and r. It is inferred that the

absolute magnitude of the moment measured on several specimens apply to all specimens within at

least a factor of two. The relative quantities, which contain the dependence of M on T and B, are

almost completely adequate to compare the experiment with the theory.
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In these experiments the sample was suspended in a helium exchange gas atmosphere while

the walls of the chamber remained at room temperature or were cooled with liquid N2 or liquid He.

Because of the rather large heat input to the sample from the powerful light beam, the germanium

never ran at the temperature of the exchange gas. A thermocouple was soldered to the sample and
the fine wire leads were run up through the hollow glass suspension rod. 1 9 Thus the force on the

specimen in the field and its temperature could be recorded simultaneously, even while the sample
was heated above ambient by the heat absorbed from the beam. Fluctuations in specimen tempera-

ture at the (16 cps) light input rate are very small, due to the high heat conductivity of germanium.
For the same reason the steady temperature gradient between the front and back of the specimen is

also very small.

A large aperture wedge interference filter system was employed to measure the wavelength

dependence of the ratio of photoconductivity to photomagnetic force (the light intensity available

from a standard monochromator proved insufficient). The ratio measurement avoids the necessity
for absolute calibration or correction of the lamp and optical system light intensities vs. wave-
length. The results plotted in Fig. 10 imply that, within experimental error, the photomagnetism is

directly related to the carrier density, as expected from the theory.

An initially puzzling fact 4 was the observation that the photomagnetic moment was almost

proportional to I, (as shown in Fig. 11) while An from photoconductivity data was proportional to

1% (see Fig. 5). The early conclusion was that this meant that AM '- An2 , implying an association
of a free hole and a free electron (An = Ap). Later, more comprehensive data showed that the

moment could vary as Im with 0.7 < m < 1, depending on the sample, while An varied as iq, with
1/2 < q < 2/3. These data were taken at room temperature where 6 B, p U B 1 even at 10 kgauss.

Neutral screen filters were used to attenuate I.

If we consider only the intensity dependent terms in Eq. (25) under conditions where

B << I (room temperature, B "- 10 kgauss or less, for example) we find that
M K (SRLID) (I + SRL/D)"I (I + SXLID)"' Ir. The factor (I + SL/D)'l Ir is just equal to An,

however, and if SR LID << I (of the order of a few tenths) and S = SR = S., then M w An (SLID).

Our independent data on S and r vs. I (see Fig. 7) show SLID S 5(rID)4, . An(I/An)A . An% over

the light intensity range of interest, i.e., 1014 to 1015 pairs/cm 3 generated. Hence M - AnA. If

An - I then M - I , while if An - I', M I. In general, An - Iq leads to M - I' with m = 3q/2.

In the example given in Figs. 5 and 11, q = 0.58, which leads one to expect m = 0.87. The

observed value was m = 0.9. Thus the observed power law dependence of M on I is consistent
with Eq. (25) and does not imply the presence of hole-electron complexes.
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It is clear from the foregoing discussion that one cannot separately measure the variation of
the photomagnetic moment with each of the parameters of the theory, since all except B vary with T,

which itself is one of the fundamental parameters. The primary experimental data relating to the

magnetic form factor of M were obtained in the form of curves of force vs. magnetic field at constant

generating light intensity, and with temperature as runningparameter. In our presentation we plot

equivalent magnetic moment M = Force x (aBBlay)". Typical primary data are shown in Fig. 12. It

is evident that the departure from linearity which occurs as p,,pB 2 -_ I becomes marked at high

fields and low temperatures. At sufficiently small B, -4/B is constant, as expected.

Figure 12 gives an erroneous impression about the comparative magnitudes of the magnetic

moment at different temperatures. Although the light intensity was the same for all temperatures,
the corresponding pair density generated by the light is itself a function of temperature, as already

shown in Fig. 6. If we combine the magnetic moment data with the pair density data to give the

magnetic moment per pair as a function of temperature, we show the temperature dependence in a
more meaningful way. Figure 13 is a set of such curves with magnetic field as the parameter. Atf low fields the data follow a T" 3 dependence fairly accurately. As the field is raised the influence

of the magnetic saturation becomes evident at higher and higher temperatures, although the T` 3

trend is still plain. Thus we can say that over that region in which the moment is proportional to

field, the photomagnetic moment per unit pair is proportional to T" 3. This proportionality is exactly
as expected from Eq. (25), from the fact that kTlpye a T" 3, and that (SL/ID)(I + SL/D)"1 variesr only slowly with T.

Ignoring the absolute magnitude of M, one may consider only the shape factor

FI+SRD)( PP 2) 2 1.
DRL B(1+ps,1AB1fA 1 +(R LD I+p~j~

This quantity is plotted in Fig. 14, as a function of B, for selected values of T. The appropriate
values of P,, P#, and SRLID have been inserted at each T value. Figure 14 is to be compared

. insofar as shape is concerned with Fig. 12 which plots the experimentally observed moment.

A somewhat more meaningful comparison with experiment can be made by plotting this shape

Sfactor as a function of B rather than as a function of B alone (Fig. 15). By choosing a

single value of SLID most representative for the entire temperature range, the temperature

it |•parameter is suppressed and all of the calculated curvesof Fig. 14 can be represented on a

single curve. The set of experimental points for one crystal over the range 300 to 65°K shown

in Fig. 12 has also been replotted. Relative magnitudes of the moment have been adjusted by a
scale factor at each temperature so that the points fall on the calculated line at low fields (the

linear range). Thus this curve is again only a test of the shape factor and not of absolute or
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the surface recombination velocity of the cylindrical edge is being con-
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experimental data of Fig. 12 only as to shape. The magnitudes have not
been corrected for the fact that the pair generation varies also with
temperature (see Fig. 6).
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relative magnitudes. It is seen that again theory and experiment match rather closely, except when

&'p,#B2 becomes appreciably greater than unity. It is thought that this departure may be due to a

departure in that region of the magnetic moment from the formula (Eq. (25)), due to a direct effect of

VB on M. The oversimplification of choosing a constant SLID cannot account for the discrepancy.

It is also possible that mobility anisotropy, ignored in the theory, is beginning to play an -important

part.

4. RESULTS OF DIRECT MAGNETIC MOMENT MEASUREMENTS

Certain simplifications in the comparison of theory and experiment are possible in the direct

induction measurements, since all were performed at room temperature. The variation of 111, B 2

from less than to more than unity was achieved by varying the field strength only. As a result

SLID, #&, and p, did not vary in the course of the experiment. It should also be noted that B was
uniform in these experiments. For the case in which all surfaces of the sample were well etched

(Fig. 16) no great error is made by taking SLID Q 0. Then the field-dependent factor in Eq. (25)

simplifies to jip.iB/(I + ppB2)½ which saturates but does not go through a maximum with

increasing B. This factor is shown as the solid line on Fig. 16 along with the experimental points.

If S. is maintained at a low value, but SR is greatly increased (by sandblasting the lateral

surfaces of the specimens), the amplitude or carrier density term in M (Eq. (25)) remains unchanged.

The shape factor, however, becomes (;&,is B)/(1 + ;,10PB 2), since (SRLID) -, -. The results of

this experiment are plotted in Fig. 17, where the solid line represents the theory. It is seen that

M goes through a maximum and the position of the maximum, (v'Pw/, B = 1), is well predicted by

the theory.

Another test of the applicability of Eq. (25) can be made by considering the ratio of the

signal magnitude for the two cases of low and high SRI i.e., etched/sandblasted edge for the

same sample at constant temperature, light level and small but constant field (yV5 -, B << I).

This ratio should be

SRLID~: 1
1 + SRLID

The observed ratio was 1/4, which implies SRLID - 0.33 for the etched case. The independently

measured value of SLID by pulse photoconductivity on a similar sample was 0.48 (see Fig. 9).

We consider this reasonable self-consistency.
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Fig. 16. Phocomagnetic moment obtained by the induction method vs. magnetic field.
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Fig. 17. Phoxomagnetic moment obtained by the induction method vs. magnetic field.
The sample is the same as for Fig. 16, but the cylindrical edges were sand-
blasted to make sR , ., while the ends of the cylinder remained well-etched
(Sz = 250 cm/sec). Note the distinct maximum in the curve.
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Finally we can compute the absolute magnitude of the photodiamagnetism at room temperature

using the self-consistent estimate of SLID and the photoconductivity value of An. Use of the latter
eliminates the necessity of determining the absolute light intensity. For a field of 10 kgauss and

pair density of 101 5/cm 3, M = 9.0 x 10*5 gauss/cm3 corresponding to a susceptibility change of

9.0 x 10.9 cgs units per unit volume which is in reasonable agreement with both the static and

pulse magnetic data.
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CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic moment of a plasma in steady state transport transverse to and along a magnetic
field was derived by means of the macroscopic drift equations, and the particle conservation and

boundary conditions appropriate for semiconductor crystals. In this derivation, we assumed a constant

scattering time, explicitly introduced through the generally accepted conductivity mobilities. Two

types of experiments were used to compare this theoretical magnetic moment with the actual moment

of a hole-electron plasma infected by light into germanium crystals. The agreement found was as

good as could be expected from the accuracy of the experiments. The agreement of theoretical and

experimental shape factors was generally excellent. Agreement in absolute magnitude was more

difficult to establish, due to drifts in the semiconductor surface recombination velocity - resulting

in drifts in the absolute carrier density. There is, however, no implication in the data that the

theoretical and experimental amplitudes of M show any discrepancy.

The major area of disagreement occurred in measurements of M, using the inhomogeneous
field - force method at large values of (coir=)2 peppB2 - w~rjwpr., where coi is the cyclotron

frequency and r, the scattering time (Fig. 15). It is likely that the discrepancy observed is due to

the effect of the curvature of B, which was neglected in the derivation of M. It can be shown that

this curvature effect is negligible at small wir,. However, when wori -. a, the curvature of the

field together with the gradient yields twice the effective transverse particle drift velocity obtained

with VB. alone. 2 7 The transverse drift, in the microscopic description of the plasma, generates the

net force in an inhomogeneous field. One would thus expect the effective M, derived from the force,

not to fall as rapidly with increasing wiri as expected from the simple theory. This view is supported

by the observation that the M measured by the induction method in a uniform field B was not at vari-

ance with the theory (Fig. 17).

It is also possible that the simple approach adopted here of uniting the flow equations in the

magnetic field is not correct since it essentially ignores the scattering mechanism which contributes

to the mobility variation with temperature. Kurnick and Zitter1 investigated this for the semiconductor

InSb by proceeding through the current density equations of transverse magnetoresistance and Hall

effect putting in a relaxation time proportional to v"' (thermal scattering) and to v3(impurity scattering).

However, in both cases the result calculated for the PEM effect, which is closely related to the

photomagnetism, was in poorer agreement with experiment than the simple theory. It is probable,

therefore, that this approach would not remove the discrepancy.

It is evident from the general agreement of theory and experiment that the overall description

of the physical phenomena is correct. Regarded from the plasma point of view, this constitutes the
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first experiment which directly measures the diamagnetic force exerted by the plasma on its scat-

tering medium, if the magnetic field is inhomogenous. Apart from the field curvature effect this

force is identical to the expanding force of a fully ionized gas (no appreciable neutral scattering). 9

The variation of the surface recombination velocity, in the semiconductor case, which may
also be considered a reflection coefficient, furthermore clearly demonstrates the transition
between steady state and thermal equilibrium conditions. When S -. - in Eq. 25, the usual "plasma"

state is reached; S -- 0 is the thermal equilibrium limit. The "wall contributions" to the magnetic

moment are therefore explicitly apparent in our case. In the gas plasma this clear distinction can-

not readily be made.

From the semiconductor point of view, it is clear that unless the.condition SLID -+ 0 can be

achieved, it is not possible to measure equilibrium magnetic properties of carriers by the present

method. Since the Landau magnetic moment is overshadowed by the nonequilibrium effects, it is

clearly necessary to measure it by the equilibrium methods already tried. Our explanation of early

observations in terms of an anomalous equilibrium effect5 was based on the unwarranted supposition

that S -* 0. The "size effect,"S which was interpreted in terms the anomalous equilibrium effects,

is also simply explained in terms of the complete steady state diffusion theory (see Appendix 11).
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APPENDIX I

Induction Method for Measuring M

Consider a germanium specimen surrounded by a pick-up coil of N turns, immersed in a time-
varying field H (W, and illuminated by a light beam of time-varying intensity I(t) (Fig. 4). The light,
as before, serves to inject a plasma of holes and electrons. The EMF induced in the coil is
V= -10" 8 x NA dB/dt volts. It is assumed that the whole coil area A (in cm2) is filled with ger-

manium. Since B = H + 4rm,

V 1-8lNA N[ A , +4,rL .4 (27)

The experimental arrangement is designed to measure M(t) via the second term in this expression.

The variation of M with time is given by dM/dt = (,M/dI) x (dil/dt). The first term in Eq. (27) is

balanced by a second pick-up coil, not containing a specimen, and located symmetrically in the

field relative to the first. The dH/dt signals in the first and second coils can be made to cancel
in an inductance bridge (Fig. 4). For perfect balance, the signal voltage is just

V = -4,. 10-8 NA d l volts. (28)

The quantity dil/dt can be measured separately by means of photoconductivity experiments on a
piece of germanium similar to the moment specimen, located at the position of the magnetic test

sample. In any case, it is not a function of magnetic field; so for purely relative measurements at

constant light intensity, the measured voltage gives AM vs. H directly.

One problem which must be considered is the effect of eddy currents in the sample due to

dH/dt. Such eddy currents can have the same time dependence as Eq. (28) because of the modulation

of the germanium conductivity by the light. The resultant apparent change in magnetic moment will
also be picked up by the coil. It is easily shown that the expected voltage is

v, fl d oI dH d1H(9Veddy • •- cr• -jt• + a -i.2 (29)

where a is the germanium conductivity. The first term can be of the same order as V in Eq. (28)
while the second term is at least 50 times smaller. In the experiment, the time delay circuit in

Fig. 2 was therefore adjusted so that the light flashed exactly when dH/dt - 0, i.e., at the peak of

the magnetic field discharge. This removed the eddy current contribution.
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A practical problem encountered was the difficulty of exactly balancing out the first term in
Eq. (27) inasmuch as it can be 104 times larger than the second term. After balancing the bridge

as carefully as possible the residual was still ten times larger than the signal sought. However,
the first term has the period of the field variation, which is about ten times longer than the major
frequency components of the moment variation. Hence careful restriction of the low frequency
response of the amplifier reduced the level of the dH/dt term in Eq. (27) without affecting the
dM/di term, yielding the required signal on an almost flat base line. At the highest fields some

base line variation was nevertheless observable. The upper frequency cutoff was also restricted
to reduce coil noise.

The inductance bridge voltage was measured with differential input on a type E plug-in unit
for a Tektronix Type 532 oscilloscope. The pick-up coils used in the experiment were one cm2 in
cross section. Each was wound with 1400 turns of 0.07 mm wire. The light flash was of short
duration compared with the free pair lifetime. The instant of flashing relative to the beginning of
the field pulse was controlled by the time delay circuit and the gate delay of the scope. The field
H was obtained by discharging 800 p[ through coils 5 cm long, with 3 cm O.D. and 1.5 cm I.D. The
specimens were cylindrical, 5 mm in radius and I cm long.

I
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APPENDIX ii

Derivation of the Magnetic Moment Applicable to Cylinders of

Any Height (Restriction C -. Removed)

The correct particle conservation equation with x dependence included is simply V. y= -n /r

where v is the macroscopic drift velocity of the positive particles, derived under the ambipolar flow

conditions, r is the recombination lifetime, and x - n(rz). This replaces Eqs. (17) and (20) in which

the z and r dependence was separated. The incident light produces I pairs/cm2/sec uniformly

across the front face of the cylinder of Fig. 1, in a thickness << L a ýI-Di. We assume steady state
conditions. In cylindrical geometry

71 T r- 1 2 ) T,- : (30)

Setting p a r?1+ jLB 2 a rf and x(r.z) = A(p) a(z), Eq. (30) separates into

d2dX + . A A = 0 (31)
dp2  p Tp-

and

d2w (. + (0 0 (32)
dz2  L2  V2

where v*2 is the separation constant. The boundary conditions are:

(I) .(p.z) is finite within the cylinder

( T) - S• I ,. [+ p'RSL R -

(33)
(II)- ] = "I]z= -s

S(Ill) P.

x D to " =o
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Using condition 1, and setting v'2 + L 2 . 2 we find

(34)
(z). A, cosh (z/K,) + B, sinh (z/K,,)

where the P., A,. and B, are constants to be determined. Condition (I1) determines the P.:

Q J1 (Q/v,,•) sRQ 4 (35)f V. Jo(Qlvm) D D

where Q n R P%. Boundary conditions (111) and (IV) must be satisfied simultaneously. This[ requires expansion of I in terms of the I, (ply.). We use Eq. (35) and the orthonormality con-

ditions to obtain
R

f rdrJo(rv% /Im)=(v.R/ 4 )I(Q/'m)
0

[and

Rf

[T hen with a , r (S ,Km /'D ) and

2MlQ ] (QlV)+(Q/Vni)

Ii (III) and (IV) become

amAm -B. = (ymK,/D)

1 (36)

Am[sinh (IK.,)+ am cosh (QK,,)] + B,,[cosh (Q.K,)+ am sinh(C/Km) 1 -0

3
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Equation (36) determines the An and B., which together with Eq. (34) yields n(r.z):

1I .- 1.j/ x
ML V. D 14(Q/v,,)+)f(Q/V.)

cosh (tz/K,) [cosh (QIK,) + a, sinh (Q/K,)I - sinh (tz/1K) [sinh (QIK,) + a, cosh (tQK,)]
2 a. cosh (CIKm) + (I! + ax2 ) sinh (CIKm

(37)

To compute the magnetic moment we require the integral

S R
J(R.()= f dz f R r2 dr

(see Eq. 13). Using Eq. (37) we obtain

SD D 1 -a2 'SRR 2 Ja cosh(C/Km)+si+an nh(C/K-

(38)

The magnetic moment M is then obtained from Eq. 13 as

A e(pp+l,,,I)DB . (39)

R2 cZ

The sum in Eq. (38) contains the dependence of the magnetic moment on sample dimensions
and surface recombination and is therefore subject to experimental test. In fact, the moment had
already been measured in Ref. 5 as a function of sample thickness C, although given a different
interpretation. This experiment was repeated and the new experimental points together with the
original ones are shown in Fig. 18. An important change in the value of the diffusion length has
been made. The diffusion length was given in Ref. 5 as 0.06 cm, but this was in error due to the
incorrect estimate of the surface recombination velocity. When the correct value is used, as given
in Fig. 7 for high injected densities, the corrected value of L is 0.15 cm. The sum was computed
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II
on the IBM 7090 using the measured values of the parameters: SR = S. = S. SL/D = 0.5, R . 0.5 cm,

IiB << 1. The solid lines in Fig. 18 show the result for the relative magnetic moment for various

choices of L. The moment falls off as sample thickness is decreased, as observed experimentally.

The experimental values apparently fall off a little more rapidly than the choice of L - 0.15 cm

would predict, although the general trend is reproduced fairly well. Thus we believe that this "size

r effect" is also explicable by the general theory given in this paper.
4
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